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CLIMCOR 
 

Paleo CLIMatic CORing: High Resolution and Innovations 
 

ANR-11-EQPX-0009-CLIMCOR 

The French coring/drilling has been acknowledged among the leaders in this field for the last 20 years or so, especially in ice and marine 
domains. However technological developments are pursued at different levels and the present CLIMCOR project, funded by the French 
Government new program for excellence in Infrastructures, intends to provide the French scientific community with top-notched 
technological support and a new generation of drilling/coring tools. CLIMCOR project concerns ice, continental and marine coring activities. 

Here we present the OCEAN workpackage aiming, to increasing the competitiveness of the French paleoclimate community at the 
international level and foster international cooperations. 

General contacts for CLIMCOR : PI D.D. Rousseau (denis.rousseau@lmd.ens.fr) & co-PI M. Calzas (michel.calzas@dt.insu.cnrs.fr) 

Contacts for CLIMCOR-OCEAN : X. Crosta (x.crosta@epoc.u-bordeaux1.fr) H. Leau (hleau@ipev.fr) & Y. Réaud (yvan.reaud@dt.insu.cnrs) 

 

New Calypso coring cable 
 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 
 

Europe largest oceanographic vessel.  

Only one deploying giant Calypso 2.  

Sailing all over the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specifications:  

Lenght: 120 metres 

     Crew: 50 sailors    

Displacement: 10000 tons 

8000 metres aramid cable  

Telescopic cranes and davits 

A-Frames and handling forks 

C2FN - Marine Coring 
 

C2FN-OCEAN is a national coordination structure for oceanic coring 

created in 2009, with a partnership between DT INSU and IPEV 

(CNRS). It is based in Brest (France), in the IPEV building. 
 

C2FN OCEAN deals with R&D on oceanic coring technologies, and 

also do operational support & logistics, onboard R/V Marion 

Dufresne mainly. 

CLIMCOR - OCEAN 2012-2019 
 

The goal of this project is the improvement of both quality and size of the sediment cores.  

These two aspects relies on two main changes : the coring cable and the winch that drives it.  

 

 

 
 

Siamois Coring Winch Improvment 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Corers 
 

 

    Giant Calypso 2 : 

    The main C2FN corer is the Calypso 2 Giant Piston 

    corer. Based on a Kulenberg technology, it can take  

  core up to more than 60 metres. It is under permanent  

    development and improvement. Among these works,  

    the «Cinema» project made with Ifremer highlighted  

    that the stiffness of the main coring cable is a critical  

    aspect of the quality of the sediment recovery. 
 

 

     Two other gravity corers are frequently in use :  

     - the CASQ corer equipped with CTD probes 

     - the Multicore equipped with acoustics and camera 
     

To get the longest cores…                       …of the best quality  

Winch Capstan  
replacement : from 
30 tons to 45 tons 

capacity. 
Double drum 
technology. 

R/V Marion Dufresne (IPEV - TAAF) 

 

New electrical 
power system 

New spooling 
system 

New hydraulic 
regulation systems 

New instrumented 
blocks 

Elastic stretching to prevent 
and/or minimize : 

It lifts the piston up and creates 
over suction of the sediment, thus 

destroying the sample. 
A cable with a very high stiffness 
prevent this stretching, to get the 

best sample’s quality. 

A new 7000 metres oceanographic cable will be designed to fit with 
the new requirements of « perfect » long coring : it has to be both 

extremely strong – to bear 45 tons extraction strenght of giant 
pipes - and very stiff. New fibers  and braidings are studied.  

The coring winch will be upgraded in 
order to be more efficient and reliable 
for any operations. Equipped with the 

last technologies and a stronger 
capstan, it will be able to beat new 

records of coring length and 
producitvity. 


